Sandoval’s Evaluation Web Site Methodology

Chapter 1
Theoretical approach

First of all, we need to consider the new space, frequently called Cyberspace that we call « hyperspace » or «hyperworld» which means something bigger than our own world but not completely separated from that. Some characteristics of the hyperspace need to be outlined before to begin any Web site study or evaluation. Among these  the following are ionteresting:
-	the nature, principles and laws of hyperspace are different from our physical or real world. Scientists or even children from primary school have constated some of these differences. For example, in this space operates laws such Metcalfe, Moore, Amdahl, Netscape, Berger and others. Test done by young children indicate that they understand easily the essence of Metcalfe or Moore’s law (in our experiences with primary classes or even lower classes)
-	hyperspace is then a « universal » human construction and this adresses to another very important theoretical problem : the problem of the digital relativity theory
-	this theory proposes at least two levels of relativity: one is  the more common and wellknown, the physical (see restreint theory); the other is more sophisticated, coming from mathematical logic construction of the computer programs, the rationality of these lasts is limited. Children can also undeerstand the principle of this theory, as we constated discussing with children about the looking at or reading Web pages
-	hyperspace is organised level by level as the earth geology, and then all what we wont to study or evaluate must be done level by level. This is a particular geology, different from ours
-	hyperspace enter in a new construction that we call Fiveth Dimension (5D), that means, and by convinience and confort, an additional dimension to other wellknown : a three-dimensional space and time (four dimension). We have now a new and composite dimension to be integrate in human living and doing, to be used as a tool for production of physical and less physical goods. 5D is quite similar to a mirror : you can look at your face if you are stood up or sit down behind the mirror. This is a crucial point to develop the all human activities in the future (see Experts Adivise asking to UN for 500millions dollars programs for connect the all earth inhabitants by year 2005)
-	hyperspace is just a human creation but having its own nature, principles and laws has its own development, and then we need to consider its internal dynamics and its relations with the environnment
-	in the particular case of cyberspace, we have the cyberenergy and the cyberentropy  that we can measure using an appropriated mathematical formula. The increasing volume of information available on the Web suffers from both and an accelerator effect displaying what we call the « information eclipses »
-	the above assumptions help us to understand, and to act in consequence, constituted by the main challenge of our time: to pass from the Network’s era to the People’s Era; challenge falling in the turning century : XXth seeing network arriving, XXIst seeing the people return

Chapter 2
Web Evaluation method

Web is only one part of this new reality but a very substantial parts which has its own dynamic and living conditions. Web is one of the most important vectors to popularise and difusse Internet technologies to a wider areas and sectors than the narrow of classical research Labs and universities and/or advanced research agences of the governement. The Web created then its own space and this space is a component part of the hyperspace. In other words, the nature, principles and laws of this last concern also the Web space. So to evaluate Web sites we need to consider different levels and architectures and put it in interface with human operators
In this space, according to H. Samier (who uses and develop it), one of the main principles is that of the three Clicks Rule (3C-R). You must reach all pertinent information existing on the Web in at almost 3C-R. This is a very strong part of our method : if you need more than  ten Clicks for reaching a pertinent information, you are in a very bad posiiton as Web user, you can travel in an intrincate hyperlinked forest which can evolve rapidly from a complication to a complexity state (increasingly degree of difficulty and lost of friendly and easy use of the Web). Once again, we need to learn to work like this. To be performant using 3C-R rule, one challenge is to begin from the youngest ages. But another important point is that of the Web site builders who must have in mind at every time the 3C-R rule. Acting like this, they can create friendly sites, easy to navigate and to hyperlink with others whether we needs to do so. 
First step in web history consists of building a excibit case. But today Web sites become a working tools. We need then to improve constantly it as we do with any other tool by the past and in present time, in order to serve best the user’s needs. Evaluation can take different forms. For example, evaluation can be done « at flat » framework : that means without any concerns to a reference model or Web site.But also evaluation can be done using a reference model Web site. The construction of a such model depend on the purposes of evaluation. If you need just evaluate your evolving Web site, you need just a Web site model adequate to your purposes. If you need to include other web site, you need a more sophisticated reference Web site model. 
There two kinds of evaluation : one can have a general form ; the other can have a specific form. A general form has just taking some criterias to compare and evaluate Web sites. A specific form depends on the type of Web site. For example, you want to evalute Web site destinated to education and/or training ; or doing electronic commerce. Some features concerning the education are not neccesarily present in electronic commerce or in healthcare situation. 
A very good exercise to be done by children in primary or secondary schools 3C-R is to do a general and a specifics Web site evaluations. Pay attention only in discussing freely with children about the kind of evaluation of site you would like to evaluate web sites, and reach an agreement on the main topics to be concerned (objectives of evaluation). Then organise a team for perfoming work distributing sites between members and eventually propose an animator : clearly one or more children can be animators. Use Web sites as a tools for « learning and teaching » and « teaching and learning », creating by this means new knowkedges, constructing new konwledge, in a intersubjective manner people interacting with machines as a part of networks (people nets and computer nets). By this way you are enriching « skill’s portofolio » of children from younger ages and advancing what they will live in the near future as a constant and normal activity in their lives. 

First approach (a general case)
Following the leveled architecture of the hyperspace and Web space, and the general or specific evaluation approaches, we propose to begin building a matrix for evaluating Web sites in the general case. This is a very simple excercise that every one can perform whatever is his background on ICTs. We put in raws the different criterias we agrred to evaluate. We put in columns the different Web site to be evalutated, as indicated in the figure 1. We can also transpose the matric putting Web sites in raws and criterias in columns.
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Figure 1 Matrix Evaluation. Web sites vs Criterias

In our particular case, we put in columns : friendly aspects ; research facilities ; response time (morning, noon, afternoon ); Home Page (first impression, content, colors, strcuture) ; Web site strructure ; scores. A particular point is the analysis of the characteristics of the Home Page (fond, form, graphisms, technologies…). This ressemble to the person’s face : you must remember and get an idea quickest on that person just looking at his face whether you meet her or him for the first time.
Following this example, you can also put your own criterias. Ask people for what they want to put here and list criterias and intergate it. A very good excercise is to work in class with children and/or students, in general : organise together the criterias. Give to children and/or students the possibility to navigate from some Web site (inside or from this site to others, they do it naturally). Ask for their impression, then build together « Which criteria they want to put inside », then ask for evaluate two, three or many Web sites. We and they need to learn to evaluate Web site, this is a new skill only possible for us if we have to use an Internet connection and to navigate on the Web. This capacity is complementary to that of navigate or helicopter capacity to fly just to see what is down. You can learn to navigate as you learn to walk when you were baby. But one difference is, at youngest age most of learning was intuitiveley, naturally ; now most of learning is conscious and less intuitively. 

Begin with only a few of Web sites, then increase progressively. When you take many Web site, you need to program this in order to do it automatically. If  you are interested in only a few Web site, you can evaluate manually. If you must evaluate periodically, because you are involved, for example, in competitive intelligence, then write a program supported by search engines and you can update regularly your evaluation Matrix, just parametrising a rigth windows of search engine and./or adaptating it to your needs. Then you can use Map mind as a practical and instructive excercise with students for building a representation of the Web site structures and then compare every Map mind of Web sites. You can also automatise this last by programming adequately. 

Note : Organisations such as World Bank and UNESCO can launch a World Program « Children Evaluate Web Sites (CEWS) », adressed to children from different countries evalutaing Web sites. And then give awards every six months or less to the winners. This is one good way to learn to use ICT, to assimilate it and to do it useful, maybe more effective that expensing a lot of money without control and guaranty. In the particular case of the World Bank, this insitution should not see just as a financial burden (charge) by many people, but just as a good institution fulfilling humble and effective ways to improve uses of ICT. This maybe best than any speech about great problems without ending.

As a practical excercise we compared, for example, sites of European Union, Assamblee Nationale (France), American Congress, MIT, CMU, MITI, General Electric, Congreso National (Chili), Stockolm University, amazon and Funredes. 20 of our post-graduated students in ISTIA, the Engineering School of the University of Angers (France), provided this evaluation. The overall evaluation rate was very intructive. Students scores rank goes from 0 (null) to 5 (maximum). They score each criteria. Then they compute the overall means using ponderations for some cases (more critical criterias)

Some scores were :
Assamblee Nationale (France) : 2/5
American Congress : 4/5
MIT : 4/5
CMU : 3/5 
MITI : 2/5  
General Electric : 3/5
Congreso National (Chili) : 3/5 
Stockolm University : 2/5 
Amazon : 2/5
Some very interesting comments of this study were :
-	organisations with small budget (Chili Congreso Nacional case) are scored just under biggest budget such as American Congres or MIT
-	some biggest budget are bad scored (cases of MITI, Amazon) 
-	a wellknown Amazon.com was bad scored
-	General Electric has the same score than Congreso Nacional of Chili

From this study , students concluded : Web site can depend strongly from a budget but this cannot be a decisive factor on the overall evaluation of the Web site.

Note : this is very significative for those living in a developing world : they can be so performant as the best of the developped world.
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Table 1 A Sample of the Web Sites Evaluation

Chapter 3
Raffination of the evaluation

Additional elements to analyse Web sites are :
a)	analisis of site starting from the structure suction of corresponding site (structure, organisation, form, graphisms, technologies). We get out the volume of the Web site measured in Mega Octets. This is a « raw material » (a binary information content at gross state), and it can be used to perform evaluations using digital techniques. The advantage of these techniques is that they are universal and every Web site content can be reduce to a digital expression in MO (Mega Octets)
b) compare structures using a First Content Navigation approach wich can examine charateristics such as: 
number of internal links
number of external links
number of images
number of tables 
number of forms
You perform this for every Web site and you represent, for example, using histograms or pies or even cartesian representations, plotting each Web site on a X-axis, for example and in Y-axis number of internal links, etc. Then you can rafinate more the analisis studying the most commun used hyperlinks, for example, plotting on a graphic the hyperlinks according to the  amount of trafic

Note. A software WebMap, developped at the Paris 8 University in France by Imad Saleh, for example, enables to explore a Web site needs. Starting from an URL, the software gives the level of the site’s arborescence , the Name of Home Page, and the Network name, and permit to generate other networks as you want

c) analisis of content : more large the Web site is, more long to perform analisis, in order to evaluate the richness of the content
d) decoding messages by level
e) analisis of consumers targets and user’s interfaces
f) determination of pschycology of the site
g) sintesis Report

We can add to the above evaluation some subjetive appretiations such as:
- degree of satisfaction Why
- are there not interesting fields
- documents : title, data, autor and links to personal page, link to sintesis, link to messages , 
- acces to documents, acces to other parts of site

Considerations for a Web site :
a)	forecasting the user models
Define clear objectifs of the site, in direct contact with users  Get out a vitrine is not the same that to have web as a working tool. Then forecast user models to set up a  better understanding of the emerging problems and to begin research to solve them 
b) network connections
It depends on the site objectif, volume of information and number of potential users based on the user models of site and the type of activities they perform.  Example, to do CAD, designers need a  connection with high speed capacity to avoid losses of information, to enable them to work on the same object, to be on any change information as soon as possible…Another good example is videoconferencing in education and training 
c) host hardware
The main base for a Web site is the host computer which logs the site content. Software run on the host is web server or HTTP server. Host programs are available in most the plate-formes existing now (UNIX, VMS, VM, Macintosh, Windows 3.1, NT and 95, 98 and 2000)
d) information architecture 
The first web sites were designed to get out some experience and to to be present just following a strategy of "wait and see". The Web is now a working tool where information is a raw material  Then acces at rigth information by rigth person at the right moment is an important point to be consider. Here we find once again the 3C-R principle. If you encounter problems, one solution is to reorganising interfaces between divers components of computer networks, BD, software and hardware competibility
e) data representation. 
Data must circulate without incompatibility between different client terminals in the site. Here appears the need to think and design accurately before building: A good example is the number of chiffers for the representation of dates, for example year, month, and day under this form (2,2,2) or this other one ( 4,2,2).
Points a, d, and e are generiic ; points b and c are specifics. Points a) to e) must be quantified and then scored for every Web site evaluated. For example, deviation from user models ; type of connection and capacity needs ; degree of compatibility or incompatibility ; level of use as  working tool for a given Web site ; test and evaluate pint a) and b). 

Other problem is data quality which depends on the majority of the factors studied here. One particular point to study is that of the peole and computer network and relations each other. For this study you can take into consideration at least the following points : 
-	on the side of the people working in networks, the team is an essential point. So cooperation, coordination, communication wich help to increase teamwork effectivness and then to increase quality must be considered 
-	on side of computer networks, a better coordination and synchronisation of the network must help to reduce cost and delays. 
To evaluate, here you must test cooperation, coordination, communication and synchronisation on both sides : people (teamwork essentilly if it exists) and networrk. 

Quality of route evaluation.
Ping is one of the first method to evaluate quality of route and time responses
Quality of the links to the server We can use the name or adress IP of the server to be tested. A software doing it is Visualroute which display the way the data packets take if a connection is made to one given machine. At every climb soft indicate the response time We can identify the networks links more congested. Then we compute max time :how many time to reach host. The querry can spend time principally if they are on the congested links To trace route, we send packets taping URL or IP address. 
Some applications are :
a) to study of the path taken by data packets
b)-to test a connection 
b)	to identify where the packets are stopped if a  certain web site is not accessible 

Use GeoBoy for ex is a graphical tracing tool capable of tracing and displaying routes taken by trafic traversing Internet. It allows you to locate Internet demlays and traffic congestion Geob resolves geographical locations from a series of cahce files which can be updated and customised by the user

Traceroute on Internet graphic path used to connect a Internet site. One can know therouteurs used but alsso the response speed, its IP adresses, its localisation physical in the case of information is provided  Use compression programs  detect net probelms find precise info Neotrace  enable to display all nodes between computer and destination site

Presentation of arborescence level by a histogram 
In abscise put the levels 1 to N (for example 1, 2, 3, 4, 5) , and  in ordonate put the incresaing volume of information 
Create a Hypetext Web Map starting from a Web site or many hypertextual networks each of othem organised accroding to a semantic context defined by the autor or user according to their interest s

Other points to consider are the protocoles use evaluation. This can be performed if the version of the protocoles used is the same, for example,TCP/IP protocoles, HTML , THTTP. In parallel, you can performs evaluation of the client server architecture. Use for example, an indicator of agility.
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